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Grammar Notes

1. Ptarte of Speech

1.1 Nouns

Nouns are of three types: (1) simple, (2) derived, and (3) complex. (1) Simple nouns are

afBxed or afiGxable roots which are only infkirrrd fior diminutive aspect e.g., batu "stone," kura'

"horse,** bdy-bdy "smaU house." (2) Derived nouns consist of a root and a derivative afGx, e.g.,

ka-datung (nominalizer - to arrive) "arrival". (3) Complex nouns are nominalized transforms of

verbs and as such have verbal inflection, e,g^ piyag-bunu'-an "place where a battle was fought."

1.2 Relators

RelatCMTS signal the grammatical relationships between verbs and their associated nominal

phrases, e.g., sin "non-topic actor," in "topic," ha "oblique."

Bini (sin) tau (in) sapi ' (ha)

buy (non-topic act.) man (topic) cow (oblique)

bagay niya,

friend his

The man bought the cow from his friend."

Relators also signal relationships such as possession, coordination and subordination.

possession: sin

bay (sin) tau dayahan

house (poss.) man ridi

"house of the rich man"

coordination: iban

ista' (iban) sibi^as

fish (and) onions

"fish and onions"
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subordination: bang

(Bang)
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Phrase Membership
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and imperative. The following is a paraaigm of these obligatory affixes with the verb duhal "to hand
over," and, for object focus, kaun "to eat," since duhal does not occur with object focus.
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Categories of manner-aspect are:

Simple (mag'Inag-), used with Originator focus only.

Punctiliar (-lun-l-im-)^ with Originator focus only. Note in the chart of obligatory

affixes above that either Simple or Punctiliar is obligatory in Originator focus,

Purposive mode. Punctiliar manner-a^)ect does not co-occur with any other

affixes except Progressive and Diminutive.

Progressive, normally used with begun aspect, not with not-begun aspect. Formed by

reduplicating the initial consonant and vowel of the stem, e.g^ nagduruhal siya

"he/she isAvas in the process of handing over" and hyakaun niya ''he/she isMas

in the process of eating (it)."

Diminutive, formed by reduplicating the entire stem, e.g., kimaun-kaun sUa "they

snacked" and Icmgug-langugun ta ''let's tease (them) a little."

Reciprocal, formed by reduplicating the entire stem, prefixing the first stem with

mag-y and both infixing and suffixing the secoiKi stem with i , e.g., magduhal-

diyuhaJi sUa ''they will hand things to each other."

Habituative (Frequentative). The following is a chart of the obligatory affixes with

Habituative added. Note that there is no habituative form focusing the object in

Abilitative Mode:
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1.7.2 Stem Classes

Verb stems are classed according to the case relationships inherent in the verb stem and eadi

class of verb stem has its own dtstioctive dass meaning and pattern of affixation. About half the

verb stems in this dictionary have tentative stem dass identifications marked. Others are not marked

since the analysts is not yet complete. For a full discussion of stem classes, see section 6, Verb Stem

Classes, pp. 28-38.

2. Phrase I>pes

2.1 There are four phrase sets in Tausug, called phrase
j,

phrase^, phrase^, and phrase^.

Each phrase set includes substantive phrases and pronouns. Substantive phrases are personal or

non-personal. They may be further subdivided into simple and coordinate.

2.2 Substantive phrases are relator-axis phrases and differ from one another in the different

relators and their different functions on the dause and sentence level. A formula for the simple

phrase is as follows:

+ relator + axis

in any substantive with its modifiers

The formula for the coordinate phrase is as foUows:

+ relator + head expression + connector

in any substantive iban

with modifiers

+ head e3q)ression

phrase^any

substantive with

modifiers

22 The members of the class of connectors marked iban in the formula above are: ka^

"connector of personal nouns," iban "and," aiawa "or." The members of the dass of relators

marked in are on the chart below.
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3. Focus

3.1 The term focus in Tausug refers to the special relationship between the topic noun

phrase (ptkTSse^) of a clause (marked by in, hi, or hinda) and the clause predicate whereby that

particular noun phrase is highlighted or focused. This relationship is indicated by verbal inflection.

It has relevance not only at the clause and sentence level but seems to funaion at the paragraph

level as well and perhaps at the discourse level; e.g., in the sentence,

Ktyaun sin im' in ista '.

'The fish was eaten by the dog.**,

the relator in marks ista' "fish" as being in topic focus relationship to the predicate kiyaun "eaten."

The non-topic agent relationship of phrascj sin im' '*by the dog" is marked by the relator sin.

3.2 Four focus constructions are differentiated: Originator (Of), Object (Obf), Referent

(Rf) and Accessory (Af). The range of affixation in each instance is determined by the class

membership of the verb stem with which the affix occurs.

3.2.1 Originator focus affaes (mag-, -urn-, and others) indicate that the grammatical

originator of the clause is the topic or item bemg focused in the clause. In the example

Naglawag siya iban.

Of=b=search topic=orig=he obj=companion

"He searched for a companion.",

the originator focus affix occurring with the verb "search" indicates that the originator he is the

focused item or topic.

3.2.2 Object focus affixes (-un and others) indicate that the grammatical object of the clause

is the item being focused.

Lawagun sin sundalu in iban

Obf=nb=search orig-mkr orig=soldier topic obj=companion

niya.

poss=he

"The soldier will look for his companion."

The grammatical object "his companion" is the focused item or topic.

3.2.3 Referent affixes (-an and others) indicate that the grammatical referent of the clause

is being focused.
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Lawagan ta kaw manuL
Rf=nb=search orig=proo=I ref=:you=sg obj^schickea

"FU look for a chicken for you."

The grammatical refcreot •yxj" is the focused item or topic.

3.2.4 Similarly, accessory focus affixes {hi- and others) indicate that the grammatical acccssoiy

is the focused item or topic

Hipanglawag mu in palitaan,

Af=nb=search orig=you=sg topic acs=lamp

"Use the lamp for searching."

Here the grammatical accessory "lamp'' is the focused item or topic.

For an explanation of the semantic relationships of focus affixes see Section 6, Verb Stem

Classes, below, pp. 28-38.

3.3 The relationship of the four grammatical constructions to phrase sets 1, 2, and 3 that

expound them is illustrated in the following chart involving a change of state verb. It is important

to remember that the constructions permitted and the relationship of the phrase sets to those

constructions depend on the stem class membership of the verb involved.

Predicate Originator Object Accessory Referent

mag-CH 1 Phrasej

CH 1-un

hi-CH 1

CH 1-an

Phrase,

Phrase2

Phrase,

Phrasej

Phrase,

Phrase^

Phrase-

Phrasej Phrasej Phrase^ Phrase^

Phrase, Phrase, Phrase, Phrase,
2

*^.c«w2 *.««^2 *i"«vi

Chart 7 Relationship of Tausug Focus Constructions to Phrase Sets

3.4 Phrase set 4 (ph^) functions as an emphatic, filling the predicate slot of a non-verbal

classificational clause:

Ikaw in bagay ku.

predicate=you=(ph^ topic friend=(phj) poss=my=(ph2)

"You are my friend."
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4. Clause T^pcs

Below in chart form are presented the main types of Tausug clauses:

1.
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1. Ca/^' +
b

P
Cam-

The final nasal assimilates to the point of articulation of the foUowing stop and the stop k
deleted:

rrumg' + bunu
'

nang- + patay

pang- + buwad

mamunu' "to fight, Idll"

namatay **killed"

pamuwad **clotbes to be dried'*

2. Cong' + Can-

The final nasal assimilates to the point of articulation of the following consonant and that

consonant is deleted:

mang- + sanda

'

nang- + tahi'

pang- + tang^

3, Cong- + Jfc —

mananda' "to pawn"

nanahi' "sewed"

panangis "always crying"

Cang-

Thc k, the first phdneme of the stem, is deleted:

mang- + kustaw

nang- + kahuy

pang- + kugui

mangustaw "to embezzle"

nangahuy "gathered firewood"

pangugut "prone to extort"

We use the term CV reduplication (CV rdp.) to mean the reduplication of the first consonant

and the first vowel of the stem. When CV rdp. occurs with mang- or nang- (it does not apply to

pang-\ the above rules apply first. After they have applied, there is a new stem (call it stemj) that

begins with a nasal consonant. CV rdp. applies to stem2. The following is the rule:

4. CV rdp. +
ma

na
-f stem^

{:}
+ CV^tem^ + »tem2

Examples are (new stem is boldfaced):

CV rdp. + mamuDo'
CV rdp. + manahi'

CV rdp. + nangula

CV rdp. + nanibit

mamumunu* "murderer" (stem bunu *)

mananahi' "tailor, seamstress" (stem tahi*)

nangungula "is bleaching" (stem kula)

naninibit "is clutching" (stem sibit)
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52 The affix -untr

This affix is infixed after the first consonant of the stem. When the initial consonant is a

bilabial stop, the first syllable of the infixed stem is deleted. The rule for -urn- is as follows:

-um- lum m
P

Examples:

-urn- + panaw .. pumanaw ^ manaw "walk"

-urn- + huka' * bumuka' „ muka' "crack open"

-urn- + pikit > pumikit pikit "stick to"

CV reduplication does not co-occur with -um-.

5.3. The affix -im-

This -affix is also infixed after the first consonant of the stem. When that consonant is a

bilabial stop, the -inu metathesizes and then the bilabial stop is deleted. The rules for -im- are as

follows (V is any vowel):

6a. -im- + ^
^

^ K
{:}

. imV J I miV (metathesis)

{:)
6b. J imiV miV (Cj deletion),

Examples where V is a or u (In the orthography, a y is written next to the infix, but it is

not written here nor in the examples under rule 7 below. Sec ORTHOGRAFHY above, section 6.3,

p. 5):

'im- + patay „ pimatay , pmiaiay (rule 6a)

pmiatay miatay "died" (6b)

-im- + buka' * bimuka' » bmiuka' (6a)

bmiuka ' * miuka ' "cracked open" (6b)

When V in rules 6a and 6b is i, the i of the infix and the i of the stem coalesce. The following

is the additional rule:

6c. mix . nu (vowel coalescence)
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Examples where V is i:

-im- + pUdt

-im- + bUuk

pimUdt

ptniUdt

miUdt

bimiluk

bmiUuk

mUluk

-^pmiUdt (rule 6a)

-^ miikU (6b)

-^mikit "stuck" (6c)

-^ bmiiluk (6a)

-^miiiuk (6b)

-^mUuk "turned" (6c)

When CV reduplication occurs with -im-, the above rules apply first. After they have applied

there is a new stem that begins with m and a new infix, -i-, immediately after the m. CV rdp. then

reduplicates the m and the first vowel of the original stem (V^). The new infix shifts position to

immediately after the reduplicated m, i.e., still following the first consonant of the word. The

following is the rule (the reduplicated syllable is in boldface and parentheses enclose segments that

are not present in every stem. The rule begins with the output of rule 6, p. 26):

7a. miKiC2(C3)(V2)(C^ -

7b. mV^nuV^C^(C^)(y^)(C^

Examples where V^ is a or u:

(Stem bimttd) miimtul

mumiuntul

(Stem bdk) rmak

mamiak

mV^miVf^(C^)(y^){C^ (CV rdp.)

(shift of affix 4')

mumiuntu! (rule 7a)

miumuntul "is becoming straight" (7b)

mamiak (7a)

miamdk "is meeting" (7b)

The second example illustrates that when the first vowel of a stem is long, only the

corresponding short vowel is reduplicated.

When Vj in rules 7a and 7b is i, the i of the stem and the i of the infix coalesce. The fbllowing

is the additional rule:

7c. miimiC^{C^){y^){C^

Examples where Vj is i

:

(Stem bingkuk) miingkuk

tnimungkuk

miimingkuk

(Stem pUdt) ndUdt

mimiikit

miimUdt

numC^C^(y>^{C^ (vowel coalescence)

mimiingkuk (rule 7a)

—* nuimingkuk (7b)

^.-* numingkuk "is becoming crooked" (7c)

-«. mimiikit (7a)

-» miimikit (7b)

-H^ rmrmkit "is sticking" (7c)
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6. Verb Stem Classes

6.1 Introduction

When the choice of affixation occurring with various verbs seems to be purely arbitrary then

learning will be slow. Conversely, if it is seen that certain classes of verbs occur regularly with certain

afGxes because of the case-like relationships or roles involved, then learning will be greatly speeded

up. Accordingly, the stem class membership of many of the verbs in this dictionaiy is indicated for

the learner v^o wishes to familiarize himself with Tausug verbal patterns.

For instance, the word patay "kill" is labeled as a verb belonging to a class of verbs called

change of state verbs. In the sentence

Patayun sin tau in iru' kangug,

"The man will kill the mad dog.",

the verb patay is affixed with -un not arbitrarily but because of the underlying change of state

relationship in the clause. An agent, the man, acts upon a patient, the mad dog, to change its state

or condition. With rare exception, wherever an agent acts upon a patient to drastically alter the

condition of that patient, then the verb can be expected to use a specific set of affixes, one of

which is -un, which focus or highlight the patient

6.2 Case (situational role)

The description of verb stem classes used in this dictionary is based on the notion of CASE

or situational role. The clause is viewed as a predicative unit called the verb to which are usually

attached one or more nouns. The term case refers to the set of relationships which exists between

a predicate and its related nominal phrases. The list of roles or cases with which a particular verb

can occur is its role structure oc case frame. Some verbs have multiple role structures, each of

which corresponds to a separate area of meaning. We view the possible case relationships as the

following (i.e., a noun phrase may be in any of these relationships to the verb):

Agent the instigator of the action

Patient what is affected or changed by the verb or in the state indicated by

the verb

Experiencer the animate participant who perceives or feels what is expressed by

the verb

Goal where an action is directed

Source where an action comes from

Instrument the inanimate implement used by the agent

Result the result of the action

Range the area or field of involvement of the verb

Non-instigative the inanimate force causing the state or process-state indicated by

cause the verb. It may be animate if viewed as being involuntary.
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The criterion by which classes of verb steins are determined is that of role structure. Any
two stems with identical role structures are considered to be members of the same stem class. The

combinations of underlying semantic cases which comprise role structures and thereby define the

stem classes will be represented using the following notations: (Case) present in deep struaure and

optional in surfece structure. /Case/ optionally present in deep structure and if present in deep

structure then obligatoiy in surfeice structure. (Case-Case) both cases are present in deep structure;

they underlie the same surface structure element and are optional in surfoce structure. The listing

of the semantic cases which comprise the role structure of a stem does not imply a fixed order of

the noun phrases which manifest those cases in surface structure, since ordering is dependent on

stylistic and grammatical requirements. It should be noted that the notation of the case frames is

incomplete since the occurrence or non-occurrence of the corresponding surfrice construction has

not been fully worked out.

6.3 Description of verb stem classes

The verb stem classes indicated in this dictionary are:

1. Standard Change of State (CH 1)

2. Result Change of State (CH 2)

3. Field of Action (AR)

4. Travel (TR)

5. Standard Conveyance (CV 1)

6. Carrying (CV 2)

7. Speech (CV 3)

8. Acquisition (AQ)

9. Reciprocal (RC)

10. Stative (ST)

Standard change of state (CH 1)

Standard change of state stems have the role structure, or case frame: (Agent), (Patient),

(Instrument). They differ firom result stems by the absence of Result in their case firame. As has

been noted, in change of state stems, an agent acts upon a patient to drastically alter or change

the condition of that patient With this class of stems the semantic role Agent maps to grammatical

originator, Patient to grammatical object, and Instrument to grammatical accessory.

Kutkutun ku in dnapay sin qnm
Obf=nb=bite orig-pron=I topic obj=bread acssmkr teeth

ku.

poss-pronsmy

*'ril bite the bread with my teeth."

Some other verbs of this class are kanuxs "scratch," kubut '^inch," tanduk ''gore with bcxns,"

tUm' "strike with back of hand," timbak "shoot," po^gu ' "bathe," bd>u "raze," and utud "cut"
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Result change of state (CM 2)

Result, or fioctitive, stems have the case frame: (Agent), (Patient), (Instrument), (Result).

Tbe^ are like standard change of state stems, but differ by the presence of Result in their case

frame. Agent maps to grammatical originator and Instrument to grammatical accessoiy. However,

either Pati^it or Result can map to granunattcal object when only one is present in the surface

structure. Contrast

Umaryam lata sin bannang sin huk.

Ofsnbsweave topic=spronswe obj-mkr obj=yam acs-mkr acssshook

'^eH crochet the yam using a hook."

with

Untanyam lata sin kurtina sin

Ofsnba=weave tc^c=pron=we obj-mkr obj=curtain acs-mkr

huk ini.

acsshook this

'^ell crochet the curtain using this hook."

Result maps differently, however, when Patient and Result are simultaneously manifested in

a clause. In such cases Result maps to the unmarked noun phrase immediately following the

grammatical object

Unumyam aku sin pangdan
Ofsnbsweave topic=pron~I obj-mkr obj —cactus-fiber

bab^ sin huk ini,

result-sleeping-mat acs-mkr acs^hook this

Tn weave this cactus into a sleeping mat using this hook."

The mapping relations described above hold true not only for clauses with originator focus,

as iUustrated above, but for clauses with object, accessoiy, and referent focuses as well. The
following is an example with object focus:

Habhuum ku in pis sin hahabhm,
kximsObfsnb I=orig=pron topic obj=scarf acs-mkr acs=Ioom

*T11 loom the man's scarf using a loom."

When Patient and Result are simultaneously manifested in a clause, the order of the surface

structures whidi they underlie must be as illustrated above, namely, Patient Result. Were this not
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true ambiguities might result, since the grammatical object manifesting Patient and the grammatical

accessory manifesting Instrument (which follows Result) are introduced by relators identical in form.

Other stems of this class include tunaw "melt, dissojve," hansul ''melt," bad "mix ingredients,"

tabid "^twist," addun "mix a batter," adjal "prepare foods and other things," hinang "m^, build,"

and sasal "forge."

Field of action (AR)

Field of action verbs have an (Agent), (Range) case frame. They are action-process verbs

and designate either the field where the action takes place,

Languyan sin bata* in lawm
swim=Rf=nb orig-mkr origasyoutb topic ref^interior

sin bungsud.

of fish-corral

The youth will swim in the interior of the fish corral.",

or else designate the field from which the Patient is identified and acted upon,

Dipan ku in wanni.

peel=:Rf=:nb orig=pron=I topic ref=mango

Til slice some of the mangoes.",

in which case Range and Patient are identical Many change of state verbs are also members of

this field of action class of verbs which has a partitive meaning:

Imunan ku in tubig hi Malik.

drink=Rf=nb orig=pron~I topic ref=water poss-mkr-pers Malik

"ru drink some of Malik's water."

Other stems with this same double-class membership are bali' "break," kutkut "bite," sum^
"bum," bunu' "fight," sumbay* "slaughter," kali* "dig,"/?i/fl' "cut down," and saggaw "capture."

With some field of action stems the Patient which is identified by the field relates to the

exterior surface of the field and the action performed by the Agent either removes something frcxn

or adds something to the field:

Paisan niya in numgga,

peel=Rf=nb orig=pron=he topic refssmango

"He'll peel the mango."
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Tupakan ku in pantalun sin hik-hiL

patchssRfssnb orig=pron=I topic ref=pants acs-mkr acs=saips-of-dotb

"I will patch the snips of cloth onto the pants."

In some instances the item added or removed from the field is the same item as the verb root:

Tawn^aan ku in sUd ku

shoe~Rf=nb orig=pron=I topic ref=foot poss=pron=my

sin tawmpa' itum,

acs-mkr acs=shoe black

''I will wear the black shoes."

Some other stems which function in this manner are tubig "water," bay "'house," samin

''plate glass," badju' **shirt," and saub "cover."

With field of action verbs Agent maps to grammatical originator and Range to grammatical

referent.

TYavel (TR)

Travel or intransitive motion verbs have an (Agent), (Goal) case fi^me in deep structure.

Stems of this class are action stems indicating movement of the Agent to or toward the Goal:

Manaw kita pa Tiyanggi.

Of=nb=walk topic-pron=we direction-mkr Jolo town

"Let's walk to Jolo town."

Agent maps to grammatical originator and Goal to grammatical referent. Travel stems occur

with either originator focus inflection as illustrated above, or with object focus, in which case the

focused item is the semantic Goal:

Tukanm sin numdu in gimba,

go-up=Obf=nb orig-mkr orig=outlaw topic ref=intenor

The outlaw will go up into the interior."

Some other stems of this class are baiik "return," umpak "jump," hapit "stop by," datung

"arrive," dagit "swoop," guwa' "exit," sakai "mount onto or into," tulak "depart," sud "enter,"

ddgan "run," kadtu "go," kaii ^'come," and lad ''go down."

Each travel verb can occur not only with originator and object focus inflection but with

accessory focus inflection as well. In such instances the accessory affix hi- functions as a transitivizer
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introducing a Patient into the case frame. Therefore when inflected for accessory focus such a verb

is analyzed as a conveyance verb rather than a travel verb, an instance of multiple role structure.

Standard conveyance (CV I)

Conveyance or handling verb stems have the case frame (Agent-Source), (Patient), (Goal),

and /Instrument/. They are action-process stems indicating action by the Agent upon the Patient

resulting in the movement of the Patient away from the Agent toward the Goal. They are divided

into three classes: Standard Conveyance, Speech stems, and Canying stems. Movement of the

Agent is relevant only in Carrying stems. With Carrying stems, the Agent moves with the Patient

toward a Goal, whereas with Standard Conveyance and Speech stems, the motion or non-motion

of the Agent is irrelevant. The following is an example of a Standard Conveyance stem:

Biyugit hi Utu' in

M-b=throw-away pcrs-orig-mkr orig=Sonny topic

kuting ha gi'tung lawd,

acs=cat ref-mkr ref=middle ocean

"Sonny threw away the cat into the deep part of the ocean."

As illustrated in the example, verbs of this class focus the item being transferred by using

accessory focus inflection on the verb. To focus the place toward which the item is moved referent

focus inflection is used:

Biyu^tan niya in hmgag sin hdmmi'.

b=throw-away=:Rf ong=pron=he topic ref=hole acs-mkr acssfilth

"He threw away the filth into the hole."

Stems of this class do not occur with object focus. To focus the instrument used in perform-

ing the action accessory focus is used:

Hipamug^t ku sin bunmi' in

Af=nb=throw-away orig=pron=I obj-mkr obj=filth topic

lima ku,

acs=hand po8S=pron=my

"FU use my band to throw away the filth."

The roles Agent and Source map simultaneously to grammatical originator, hence they are

shown as a compound in the role structure. The role Goal maps to grammatical referent whereas

Patient maps to grammatical accessory except when that slot is filled by Instrument (see preceding

example), in which instance Patient maps to grammatical object. Instrument maps to grammatical

accessory. Some other stems of this subclass are hantak "throw," pusaka' "bequest," butang "put,"
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lamk 'Hhrow," duhal "hand over," dihU "give," andtdk "bow the head," bin "leave," sungk "eat with

fingers," bus "loan," wigsud "give dowiy," sangun "install," and gorUi' "exchange."

Carrying conveyance (CV 2)

Although all canying steins involve motion of both Agent and Patient toward a Goal, they

are here divided into two classes, standard canying stems and transitivized travel stems, on the

basis of their different distributions in the four focus constructions. Standard canying stems like

pqn "cany on the hip," pindit "cany dangling," tanggimg "cany fay stick on the shoulder," bdtu

"cany on the head," baba "cany piggyback," bahing "cany on the shoulder," and da "cany"

(generic) occur in all four focus constructions. With originator focus affix -um-, the originator

manifesting semantic Agent is in fiDCus:

Duma aku sin baUi\

OfasnbaBcany topicspron=I obj-mkr objschild

"TU cany the child."

With object focus afBx -un the grammatical object manifesting Patient is in focus:

Pij^hun ta kaw,

cany-on^p:=Obf=nb orig=pronsI you-sg~topic=pron

"m cany you on my hip."

V^th any of the accessoiy focus affixes hi-, hipag-^ or hipang- the grammatical accessory

manifesting the semantic role Instrument is in focus (no apparent difference in the use of the three

affixes). Omtrast between them seems to be neutralized when they occur with stems having an
instrument inherent in the stem:

Asal hipagpqH ku sin

naturally Afsnbscarry-on-the-hip origspron^I obj*mkr

bata' in kid ku,

objaschOd tc^ic acs=hip po6s=pron=my

"Naturally I will use my hip to hip-carry the child."

This focus construction seldom occurs, however, since one seldom needs to mention the

Instrument, which in this case is a body part involved in the meaning of the stem itself.

With referent focus -on, the grammatical referent manifesting the semantic Goal is in focus:

Babsngan ku in pangandn
shoulder'-carry=nb=Rf orig=pronasI topic ref^bridegroom
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pandaJa.

groom's-companioo

"m sbouider-carry the best man to the bridegroont"

In contrast to standard carrying stems the transitivized travel stems occur only with accessory

and referent focus constructions. In addition, mapping relations are different since stems like pqn
**cany on the hip" focus the carried item with an object whereas with transitivized travel stems the

Goal maps to grammatical referent Similarly the accessory focus construction with either kind of

stem can focus an Instrument: however, with transitivized travel stems like ddgan ''run," only the

afGxes hipag- or hipang- are used since hi- with transitivized travel stems focuses the Patient carried:

Hipagddgan ku kdUa pa upis

Af=nb=:run ong=pron=I paper to^direaional-mkr ref^ofBoe

in siki ku,

topic acssfeet possspronssmy

Til run the paper to the ofGce with my feet."

In instances like this, semantic Patient maps to an unfocusable grammatical objea skH rather

than to the more usual grammatical accessory. Other transitivized travel stems are datung "arnve,"

sakat ''mount,'' balik ''return," guwa* "exit," i.e., the entire list of travel stems. Basically the meaning

"deliver" is added to the meaning of the travel stem so that ddgcm as a travel stem means 'Ho run"

whereas as a transitivized travel stem it means "to deliver running."

Speech conveyance (CV 3)

Speech stems, although they have the same case frame as other ooov^aiKe stems, are put

in a different class because often the speech material manifesting the Patient role is a sentence

complement:

Na^ayta * sUa kdku

'

sin di*

Of=b=tell they=topicspron refspronsme obj-mkr negative

sila magad,

they=topic=pron Of=nb=accompany

They told me that they will not go along."

With stems like bayta' "tell," the mapping relations are the same as with the transitivized

travel stems. Agent maps to grammatical originator, Patient (that which is spoken) maps to

grammatical accessory and Goal (the person spoken to) maps to grammatical refbrent:
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Hisuysuy ku kanila in pagkdlu.

Af=nb= tell orig=pron= I ref=pron=them topic acs^quarrel

"ru tell them about the quarrel."

Some other stems of this class are sambung "answer," sumbung "report," hichara "talk,"

bayta' "tell," hindu' "teach," sabila "relate stories," gaia "shout," idang "yell," and nasihat "im-

part mora! teaching." Certain stems of this class, such as isun "counsel," asubu "question," have

multiple role structures. They can function either as conveyance stems or as acquisition stems.

Acquisition (AQ)

Acquisition stems have the semantic case frame (Agent-Goal) and (Patient). They are

action-process stems indicating an action performed by the Agent upon the Patient resulting in the

motion of the Patient toward the Agent:

Aji/navwa ' kaw tubig kaniya.

Of=nb=get you-sg=topic=pron obj=water ref=pron=her

"You will get water from her."

The semantic roles Agent and Goal map simultaneously to grammatical originator and Patient

to grammatical object. Some other stems of this class are agaw "illegally dispossess," takaw "steal,"

hUuU "redeem," biis "borrow," bt "buy," sambi' "exchange," utimg "puU,"pur "pick up," hilla' "pull

upwards," and dagtu * "jerk."

Some stems like bus have multiple role structures. With Accessory focus bus functions only

as a conveyance stem:

Hibm ku kaymu in sin.

Af=nb=ioan orig=prons=I you-sg=ref=pron topic acs=money

"Fll loan you the money,"

With originator focus bits functions only as an acquisition stem:

Afu5 aku sin kaniya.

Of=nb=borrow topic=pron=I obj=money ref=pron=him

"Fll borrow money from him."

Reciprocal (RC)

Reciprocal verb stems have the case frame (Agent-Patient). Both Agent and Patient are

animate and act on each other reciprocally. They map simultaneously to one grammatical originator
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in an originator focus clause; that originator is plural and there is no grammatical object in the

clause:

Nagbunu *

silo,

Of=b=fight topic=pron=they

"They are fighting each other.";

Nagkalu-hyatuhi in tau iban

Of=b=altemate-reciprocal-quarrel topic orig=person and

pangtungud niya.

orig=cousin poss=pron=his

*The fellow and his cousin alternately and reciprocally quarreled."

Some other stems of this class are iasa "love," suntuk "fist fight," lingug "quarrel," sambi'

"exchange," saliyu "exchange places," lugat "discuss," and isun "counsel" When this type of stem

occurs with other than originator focus it has a different underlying role structure. Some stems like

burm' "fight" occur as changeof-state stems, and others like isim "counsel" occur as conveyance stems.

Stative (ST)

Stative verbs are subdivided into Patient-oriented stems and Experiencer-oriented stems.

Patient-oriented stems are of two kinds, standard and non-standard. Both are process-state stems

having the semantic roles (Patient) and (Non-instigative cause). With both subclasses Patient maps

to grammatical object and Non-instigative cause to grammatical originator. Standard stems are

process-state stems which occur with the affix -um-:

Tumugas in simintu sin suga,

Obf=nb=hard topic obj=cement orig-mkr orig=sun

"The sun will harden the cement."

Some other verb stems of this subclass are: pud* "white," pula "red," hmuk "soft," laggu'

"big," haba' "long," lingkat "beautiful," baba' "short," and lakbang "wide." Non-standard stems are

those which express process-state by the use of the affixes ma- "not begun" and no- "begun":

Nagirit in mania sin hangin,

Obf=b= tear-apart topic obj=sheet orig-mkr orig=wind

*The sheet tore from the wind." or "The wind caused the sheet to tear."

Some other stems of this subclass are: utud "cut," bagbag "break," kamas "scratch," huhig

"fall," bali' "break," and sipak "split."
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Experiencer-orieated steins have the case frame (Experiencer) and (Non-instigative cause).

Stems of this class indicate that which is felt, sensed, or perceived by an animate participant. With

the affixes -urn- (not begun) and -im- (begun) stems of this class indicate a process which the

Experiencer has undergone or will undergo terminating in the state indicated by the stem. The

process state is due to a Non-instigative cause. Experiencer maps to grammatical object and

Non-instigative cause to grammatical originator

Lumsu* in mastaJ sin hinang sin

Obf=b=disgust topic obj-teacher orig-mkr orig=work poss-mkr

baia*,

youth

The teacher became disgusted because of what the youth did."

With invoiuntaiy mode affix ka- and referent focus affix -an Experiencer-onented stems

indicate that the Eiqieriencer is strongly assailed by the sensation expressed in the stem or

intensively made to sense the condition expressed in the stem. The strong impression is due to a

Non4nstigative cause:

Kyaasluman aku sin kindi,

involuntaiy-mode=sour=Rf topic~pron=I orig-mkr orig=candy

'nrhe sourness of the candy assailed me."

In this intensive construction, Experiencer maps to grammatical referent and Non-instigative

cause to grammatical originator. In both constructions above Experiencer is focused or highlighted.

With the affixes maka- and naka- different mapping relations are involved as well as a

different focus construaion:

Makasusa
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